Abstract
Introduction
The great advantage of lung sound in the diagnosis of disease is that is no harm to human body, and it contains a lot of information in lung sounds, all sorts of human diseases are reflected in lung sound that we have not master the law yet [1] . Heart, lung, brain and other organs of our body keep moving with all kinds of sound signals time to time, these signals are the active physiological sound signals. In addition, when the body has some kind of action imposed from outside, or a part of the human body to exert some effect on another part, can produce passive physiological sound signals, such as sounds of muscles, sounds of joints, sounds of transmission, sounds of percussion and so on [2] . To provide new non-invasive diagnostic method for clinic, we need to adopt new theories and methods to extract and identify the acoustic information of human organs and then find out the rules for clinical diagnosis and treatment methods with non-invasive; these kinds of researches have important application value and theoretical significance.
At present, for the separation of lung sound signals, uses basically is blind signal separation technology, domestic and foreign experts and scholars have conducted some research on the technology. For mixed two linear source signals, Jutten proposes H-J recursive neural network, and realizes the blind source separation [3] . Comon proposes unified framework of independent component analysis (ICA) and the basic assumptions of separation problem based on the independent blind signal, He points out that should make the objective function optimization through the establishment of an objective function, so as to realize the related of observation signal, realizes the blind source separation of signal on this basis [4] . Based on information maximization principle, Bell puts forward the famous entropy maximization of blind signal separation algorithm [5] . Amari and others improve entropy maximization algorithm, this method overcomes the problem that the entropy maximization algorithm need to compute inverse matrix, so that to improve the stability of the algorithm and reduces the computational complexity [6] . Cardoso and others put forward relative gradient algorithm, compared with the traditional entropy maximum algorithm, it avoids the separation matrix inversion, and significantly improves the stability of the algorithm [7] . Peadmutter and others to promote the traditional entropy maximization algorithm, get the maximum likelihood estimation separation algorithm of blind signal, this method implements the maximum likelihood estimation algorithm of online parameters by using multivariate density maximum likelihood theory, which can expand the scope of separate source signals type [8] . Lee and others analyze the problems of nonlinear functions fixed by maximum entropy separation algorithm of blind signal, analyze the difference of nonlinear function of super-Gaussian signal and sub-Gaussian signal, choose different evaluation function in the algorithm, can realize blind source separation of super-Gaussian and sub-Gaussian mixed signal [9] . Hyvarinen and others propose Fast ICA algorithm, namely fixed point of learning algorithm, the great advantages of this algorithm is convergence speed, so it is widely used in practical applications [10] . In addition, Oja and XU Lie introduce nonlinear function in the principal component analysis method at the earliest, put forward the concept of nonlinear principal component, and apply it successfully in the separation of blind signal [11] . Yu Xiao proposes a kind of separation algorithm of the maximum entropy blind signal, which enhanced by the estimation of a mixed signal probability density function, and applies the algorithm in the field of language signal recognition [12] . Zhang Liqing and others put forward the theory and method of adaptive separation of blind signal, better solve the problems such as natural gradient in instantaneous mixture model of non-square matrix, geometric properties of the hybrid model of the signal blind deconvolution, and apply it to the brain signal analysis and processing [13] . Wu Xiaopei applies blind signal separation to pre-processing of EEG signals, isolate noise in EEG signals [14] .
Based on wireless sensor network, we propose a lung sound signal separation model of medical monitoring, optimize the blind signal separation algorithm by using particle swarm algorithm with two-way optimization, to improve its accuracy in the lung sound signals separation, and use the tabu artificial search and its algorithm to increase the transmission range of wireless sensor network.
Lung Signal Separation Based on Improved Algorithm of Blind Source Separation
In the proposed lung sound signals separation model of medical monitoring, which based on wireless sensor network, first improve lung sound signals separation technology on basis of blind signal separation algorithm number.
Mathematical Model of Blind Signal Separation
With Assumed that the number of source signals exactly as same as the number of observed signals, the mathematical model of blind source separation is shown in Figure 1 . 
In equation (2), represents as any replacement array, represents as any nonsingular diagonal matrix. Create a matrix W , and then get equation (3).
The difference of source and estimate signals only performance on the order and amplitude values of each component, which can be thought that estimate signals is a copy of the source signals. Blind source separation algorithm by looking for separation matrix W , also called solution mixing matrix.
Blind Signals Separation Based on Improved PSO
To improved accuracy and convergence precision of particle swarm algorithm in blind signals separation, we make it for the two-way optimization.
Optimize the Flight Speed
According to the end of particle PSO, the slow speed of flight, which results in the phenomenon of the stagnation of global search, we proposes a way to help the algorithm in a timely jump out of local optimal solution when appears premature phenomenon, to ensure the diversity of particle population, to enhance the search precision of PSO.
First, set a threshold value D for algorithm, and
In equation (4), So after start the particle swarm search, if the population of particles were concentrated towards a search region, the algorithm loses the diversity of the population, and makes the PSO algorithm in local search and can't jump out to search the global optimal solution. At that time in the iteration process of algorithm can automatically calculate the size of the threshold value D , namely the threshold value D is bigger and bigger. Once m a x  DD, algorithm can automatically randomly initialize part of particles in population. Thus the initialized particles can jump out of local optimal predicament, to have the global search ability, to ensure the diversity of particles population, in order to search for better global optimal solution.
Optimize the Effect between Particles
We improved the equation of basic PSO, and get the new equations (5) and (6). 
In equation, jd p represents as individual optimal solution of any random particle, which except particle i .
Through these two improvement, not only let the basic PSO algorithm to well overcome the problem of premature phenomenon that easy to fall into local optimal solution, and also increases the contacts between particles in algorithm, let the PSO algorithm has a faster and more accurate search capabilities in the process of later local optimization, not only strengthen the convergence speed in the later PSO, as well as enhances its convergence precision.
According to separation model of blind signal, the improved PSO is applied to the blind source separation of lung sound signals.
According to the blind deconvolution of equation (7) and (8) on frequency domain is similar to the instantaneous mixture blind source separation on time domain, the process of separation is to determine ()
Wz.
Optimize the flight speed. According to the end of particle PSO, the slow speed of flight, which results in the phenomenon of the stagnation of global search, we proposes a way to help the algorithm in a timely jump out of local optimal solution when appears premature phenomenon, to ensure the diversity of particle population, to enhance the search precision of PSO. So after start the particle swarm search, if the population of particles were concentrated towards a search region, the algorithm loses the diversity of the population, and makes the PSO algorithm in local search and can't jump out to search the global optimal solution. At that time in the iteration process of algorithm can automatically calculate the size of the threshold value D , namely the threshold value D is bigger and bigger. Once m a x  DD, algorithm can automatically randomly initialize part of particles in population. Thus the initialized particles can jump out of local optimal predicament, to have the global search ability, to ensure the diversity of particles population, in order to search for better global optimal solution.
The Coverage Optimization of Medical Monitoring Model Based on Wireless Sensor Network
After establish lung sound signals separation model of blind separation algorithm based on PSO, transmit the signals by wireless sensor network, to achieve the purpose of medical monitoring, but wireless sensor network has low coverage at present, so we optimize it.
The Behavior Description of the Artificial Fish Swarm Algorithm (SFSA)
Through the study we found that the AF-prey, AF-swarm, AF-follow and AF-random of fish swarm have a very close relationship with the solution of the optimization problem.
AF-Prey
Set the current status of artificial fish as 
In equation (9) 
AF-Swarm
Set the current state of artificial fish as shows that it has a higher food concentration in partners centre, and not very crowded, and then move a step to the centre position of partner's direction, otherwise perform AF-prey (AF-prey sets as default behavior).
Set the current state of artificial fish as i X , the number of partners in the visible domain is f n , form a set i KJ ,
, and meets cluster condition, then move to the next state of the partners centre position, the mathematical equation (11) as follows. 
AF-Follow
In the process of fish swimming, when one or several found food, their neighboring partners following them to the food store, this is follow behavior. 
AF-Random
AF-random is that artificial fish randomly select a state in the field of vision scope, and then swim to the direction, which is looking for a wider range of food or companion. and the same components maintain same.
Optimize the AF-Prey
Improve random AF-prey by using tabu algorithm, while maintaining the global optimization ability of the algorithm, reduces the number of indirect search. AF-prey process is as follows, Step1: artificial fish i X randomly find the next state in the field of vision, () in e x t i X X R a n d o m V is u a l  (14) Equation (4) means artificial fish select V is u a l components randomly, with 0/1 inversion.
Step 2: if Step 3: test a new state in the field of vision again, then turn to step 2. Such repeated several times to retry count, if it still does not meet the conditions of forward, then random walk S t e p steps. 
Optimize the AF-swarm
AF-swarm is that each artificial fish swim as far as possible to the center of the neighbor fish swarm and avoid overcrowding in the process of moving.
Step 1: first, artificial fish search neighborhoods within their field of vision, compute its total number f n , and neighbors fish matrix, and compute the center of neighbors Step 2: if food concentration is higher and not too crowded in neighbor center position, namely meets the conditions 
The Performance Simulating of Algorithm
In order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed improved algorithm, simulation experiments are performed. First using the Sphere function to verify the convergence of the improved PSO, Sphere function as equation (17), the result is shown in Figure 2 . It can know that, compared with the original PSO algorithm, the proposed improved PSO algorithm has the faster search speed, low volatility, and easier to achieve the optimal value.
Then verify the blind signals separation model based on the improved PSO algorithm, Figure 3 is the observed lung sound signals, and Figure 4 is lung sound signals of separation. As shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4 , the acquisition of lung sound signals can be well separated by blind signals separation model based on improved PSO.
Finally, perform the simulation for coverage optimization strategy of wireless sensor network, the results are as follows. 
Figure 5. The Comparison Results of Convergence
The simulation results show that, the proposed lung sound signal separation model of medical monitoring based on wireless sensor network has better accuracy and large range of data transmission.
Conclusions
Lung sounds is one of the most important physiological acoustic signals of body, and is a result for breath sounds generated in the respiratory system, contains physiological and pathological information of the lungs. At present, the analysis of lung sound signals is still one of the main diagnostic methods of respiratory disease. Seen from the simulation results, the proposed the lung sound signal separation model of medical monitoring based on wireless sensor network has higher accuracy and larger range of data transmission, and is conducive to real-time medical monitoring of patient.
